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Abstract
The enzyme polyphenol oxidase (PPO) is undesirable in most wheat products due to the
discoloration it causes. Purifying wheat varieties through selective breeding is the best way at
getting rid of PPO in a variety. The variety NW15443 was planted in both a field in McCook,
NE, and in a greenhouse in Lincoln, NE. Individual heads were snapped from the field and the
greenhouse seed was harvested in bulk. After completing a PPO test of the seed, it was
determined that the percentages of off-type frequencies from the field seed and the greenhouse
seed were 11% and 3.6%, respectively. Using this data, the off-type frequencies of the seed were
compared to the expected frequencies due to combine mixing, genetic segregation, and
out-crossing via chi-squared tests. It was determined that the off-type frequencies from both the
field and greenhouse were best explained by outcrossing. The off-types from the greenhouse
seed could also be explained by combine mixing, but this mixing method was less likely. The
off-typing in the field likely also was affected by existing off-types in the previous generation
which increased in frequency. Mitigation methods such as increasing the space between plots and
increasing the field size could help reduce out-crossing.

Key Words: PPO, Wheat, Off-Type Frequencies
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Introduction
Wheat is one of the most commonly cultivated grains used for human consumption.
Polyphenol oxidase (PPO) is an enzyme found in wheat that causes discoloration in many wheat
products, including noodles. The enzyme is found on the bran of the seeds and is mostly
removed during the milling process, but enough residual contamination remains to cause
discoloration (Sullivan 1964). White wheat generally has lower PPO activity than red wheat, but
the red phenotype is dominant so it is easy for white wheat lines to be contaminated by red wheat
alleles. In Asia, around 40% of common wheat flour is used for different kinds of noodles (Onto,
2011). Consumers prefer white or yellow colored noodles, so there is an economic incentive to
reduce possible discoloration of wheat products by purifying white wheat strains (Figure 1).
Figure 1
Asian Noodles with Different PPO Levels

Figure 1: Wheat noodles each made with flour with different PPO levels. The noodles to the left
have the highest PPO activity and hence the highest discoloration while the noodles on the right
have the lowest PPO levels and the least discoloration (Jukanti, 2017).
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When trying to purify a wheat strain, it is necessary to purge any off-types in order to
produce a homogenous white wheat population. An off-type is any seed/plant that is not a part of
the desired variety (Hucl et al., 2004). For example, in a white wheat line any red wheat kernels
would be considered off-types. Similarly, in a short wheat cultivar, any tall plants would be
off-types. They could come from combine contamination, genetic segregation, or out-crossing.
Combines are not perfect, so when harvesting, there could be some seed mixture while catching
seed and going from plot to plot. There could also be alleles still segregating in the variety that
result in undesirable phenotypes through genetic segregation during meiosis. Off-types could
also result from out-crossing, which is when plants from other varieties cross-pollinate with the
desired variety.
The objective of this paper is to determine where off-types in the NW15443 variety
originate from in order to help mitigate the off-types in future generations.

Methods
Seed from the NW15443 line was harvested in bulk from a winter greenhouse in Lincoln,
NE. All of this bulk seed was put through a color sorter to segregate the “red” from the “white”
seeds to assess the accuracy of the color sorter. The color sorter uses cameras to visually sort
seed into red and white seed. It is intended to be used to identify off-types as wheat lines are
being developed. Concurrently, individual heads were snapped from the NW15443 line planted
in outdoor fields in McCook, NE. The seed used to plant both the greenhouse and field trials was
harvested from a field trial in Lincoln, NE in 2020. The greenhouse seed was an F3:10 generation
while the outdoor field seed was F3:11 generation (Figure 2). Both the bulk greenhouse seed
from Lincoln and individual heads from McCook were tested for PPO by using L-DOPA
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solution (PPO Solution) to identify the color of the wheat grains and their PPO levels by
comparison to control wheat lines (Demeke, 2001).
The L-DOPA PPO test was carried out in the following way. From the bulk seed, 42
“red” and 42 “white” seeds were randomly selected and put into separate trays (Figure 3). The
same was done for the individual heads. A seed from each head was randomly selected and each
put in a separate slot in a tray (Figure 4). Seeds from the three control lines—Ben, Platte, and
Ruth—were also put into each tray to help with the color comparison. The seeds were then
submerged in a L-DOPA (L-3,4-dihydroxyphenyl-alanine) solution, soaked for 2 minutes, and
observed for their color change (Demeke, 2001). The seeds in the trays were observed for their
color change. The color of the seeds after soaking in the solution was compared against control
lines of wheat. These controls represented wheat lines with different PPO levels. Ben is the
purest white line with low to nil PPO levels, Platte is another white line with higher PPO than
Ben, while Ruth is a red wheat line with the highest PPO levels. Comparing the soaked seeds
with the controls gave an estimate for their PPO levels based on the PPO levels of the control
lines. It was desirable for seeds to match with the Ben and Platte control lines in color. Each seed
was scored by its color, using the controls as references, 0 being the whitest (Ben), 1-2 being
mostly white (Platte), and 4 being the reddest (Ruth). These results were recorded in tables to be
used in statistical analysis. In this case off-types were considered to be any grain with a PPO
score of >3 (Ruth).
A sample of 20 individual heads and two packets from both the “white” and “red” bulk
seed were selected for further testing. This further testing was carried out to confirm that results
shown in the individual seed tray tests were representative of the populations the individual seeds
came from. All the seeds in each packet were put into separate beakers and submerged in the
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PPO solution for 2 minutes and then were allowed to dry on filter paper for 5 minutes. They
were observed for a PPO color score as a group using the same 0-4 scale as the individual tray
tests.
The frequencies obtained from the individual tray tests were recorded and used for
statistical analysis. Chi-Squared tests were performed to check if the observed frequencies of
off-types for the bulk greenhouse seed and the field individual head seeds matched the expected
values from any of the possible sources of off-types. The expected frequencies for the three
mixing methods used in the chi-squared tests are listed in Table 3. The plot combine used in this
research, Wintersteiger Classic Plus, claims “zero-mixing” (combine info). Due to this, a very
low mixing frequency of 0.5% was used since it is likely some seed may still be mixed. For the
purpose of this paper, an expected genetic segregation off-type frequency of 50% was used. The
greenhouse seed was F3:10 generation and the field seed was F3:11 generation. If a heterozygous
head was selected at the F3 generation, the resulting F3:11 genotype would be a mixed population
of 50% desired phenotype and 50% off-type (Figure 2). Since one gene has been identified as
the most influential in the low PPO wheat varieties at UNL, it was assumed that the trait is
controlled by a single gene at a single locus. Out-crossing frequencies for winter wheat vary
from 0.1% to 5.6% (Martin, 1990). An average of 3% was used as the expected frequency for
out-crossing.
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Figure 2
Approach to Homozygosity with Selfing

Figure 2: An example pathway detailing how the number of heterozygotes decrease in each
generation. Over time, essentially no homozygotes remain (Bernardo, 2014).

Results
The color sorter seemed to have just split the bulk seed into half. There ended up being
14 packets full of “white” seed and 14 packets full of “red” seed. However, there was no visible
difference to the eye between the “white” and “red” seeds. The subsequent PPO assays also
showed that the true ratio of red to white seeds was not 50:50 as the color sorted predicted
(Table 1).
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The individual tray PPO testing revealed differences in off-type frequencies between the
greenhouse grown bulk seed and the heads grown in open fields. Off-types are any seed with a
PPO score of 3 or 4 (Ruth). The Lincoln greenhouse seed had a total off-type frequency of 3.6%
while the McCook seed had an off-type frequency of 11% (Tables 1 and 2). A Fisher’s exact test
between the observed off-type frequencies of the greenhouse vs. field seed resulted in a Fisher’s
exact value of 0.0916. A Fisher’s exact value of <0.5 would show statistical difference between
the off-type frequencies in the two groups.

Table 1
Bulk Greenhouse Seed Individual Tray Results
Control Match

Number of Occurrences

Frequency

0 (Ben)

2

2.4%

1 (Platte)

22

26.2%

2 (Platte)

57

67.9

3 (Ruth)

3

3.6%

4 (Ruth)

0

0%
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Table 2
Individual Field Heads Individual Tray Results
Control Match

Number of Occurrences

Frequency

0 (Ben)

2

2%

1 (Platte)

32

32%

2 (Platte)

55

55%

3 (Ruth)

10

10%

4 (Ruth)

1

1%

Chi-Squared tests were run separately for both the bulk seed and head seed against each
of the different mixing methods due to their different values. Chi-Squared testing determines if
the observed values fit the expected frequencies. If the p-value is lower than 0.05 then the
observed values do not match the expected frequencies and therefore the mixing method was not
the cause of the observed off-type frequency. If the value is above 0.05 then the observed
frequencies match the expected frequencies and that mixing method is a possible cause of the
off-types in that group.
The chi-squared test results (Table 3) comparing the bulk seed off-type frequencies to the
off-type frequencies caused by combine mixing, genetic segregation, and out-crossing had
p-values of 0.09545, <0.00001, and 1.0 respectively. The results comparing the head seed
off-type frequencies to the off-type frequencies caused by combine mixing, genetic segregation,
and out-crossing had p-values of 0.00204, <0.00001, and 0.05238 respectively. All the p-values
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less than 0.05 show significant difference in the data meaning the observed frequency did not
result from the proposed mixing method.

Table 3
Expected Off-Type Frequencies Due to Mixing Sources
Mixing

Expected

Observed

Observed

Chi-Squared

Chi-Squared

Method

Off-Type

Off-Type

Off-Type

Test P-Value

Test P-Value

Frequence

Frequency

Frequency

(Greenhouse)

(Field)

(Greenhouse)

(Field)
0.09545

0.00204

<0.00001

<0.00001

1.0

0.05238

Combine

0.5%

Mixing
Genetic

50%

3.6%

11%

Segregation
out-crossing

3%

Figure 3
Bulk Greenhouse Seed Individual Tray PPO Testing

Figure 2: Individual tray L-DOPA PPO tests for bulk greenhouse seed from Lincoln, NE. The
control seeds are in the leftmost column.
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Figure 4
Outdoor Individual Head Seed Individual Tray PPO Testing

Figure 3: Individual tray L-DOPA PPO tests for the seed from the outdoor fields in McCook,
NE. The control seeds are in the leftmost column.

Discussion
The color sorter did not sort the seeds very well if at all. This could be due to poor
calibration or that too many seeds move through it at a time that it cannot sort them all properly.
Since the color sorter proved to be unreliable, it will be necessary to use L-DOPA PPO testing to
accurately identify PPO off-types in new lines of wheat.
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The percentage of off-type frequencies of the McCook seeds grown in open fields were
greater than that of the frequencies from the Lincoln seeds grown in a greenhouse, but this
difference was not statistically significant as calculated by a Fisher's exact test. One thing that
could be contributing to this difference is the fact that the seed from the open fields was F3:11
and the seed from the greenhouses was F3:10. Any red off-types existing in the F3:10 generation
that were used to plant the F3:11 generation would have increased in frequency since the red
phenotype is dominant and each red seed planted could result in 4-10 heads of 30 off-type seeds
each. This is another reason why it is extremely important to remove off-types and keep white
wheat lines pure. After doing several chi-squared tests, the results indicated that for the field seed
the off-typing could be explained by out-crossing, while the off-typing in the greenhouse seed
could be explained by out-crossing and combine mixing. Overall, out-crossing seems to be the
most likely cause of the off-typing seen in the greenhouse and the field. The field also was likely
affected by off-types in the previous generation which increased in frequency, contributing to its
higher off-type frequency.
Decreasing the amount of out-crossing could decrease the off-type frequencies in the
NW15443 variety. There has been much research done into how to minimize out-crossing. Some
potential methods to reduce out-crossing are increasing the distance between plots, increasing the
sizes of fields, and ensuring plant density is not too low (Matus-Cádiz, 2001; Willenborg et al.,
2009; Jones et al., 1971). In particular, increasing the distance between plots from the
recommended isolation distances of 3-10 m to as much as 30 m can have a significant effect on
reducing off-typing from out-crossing (Matus-Cádiz, 2001). Doing this would reduce the number
of plots that could be in a given area and would only really be feasible for outdoor plots.
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The findings of higher off-type rates among the outdoor plots are consistent with other
research showing higher out-crossing in outdoor fields vs. greenhouses (McKellar et al. 1991).
Because of this most of the out-crossing minimization should be focused on outdoor fields since
that is where more out-crossing happens. The effects of out-crossing in greenhouses and how to
avoid it is a topic of future research.

Conclusion
Low PPO wheat varieties are desirable to consumers since they do not show discoloration
over time. At this time there are low PPO wheat varieties that have been developed, and it is
important that these varieties are kept pure. This paper examined three possible mixing methods
that could have resulted in the observed off-type frequencies in bulk seed from greenhouses and
individual head seed from outdoor plots. The off-type frequencies in the greenhouse seed could
be explained by either out-crossing or combine mixing while the off-typing in the outdoor seed
could only be explained by out-crossing, likely with additional off-types from the previous
generation.
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